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Introduction 
Satiation is defined as the reduction in pleasure associated with increased 
consumption of a product or experience. Thus, the more a person consumes, 
the less pleasure they gain from the consumption. It is generally understood 
that satiation acts as an internal meter that fills with consumption and 
decreases with the passage of time. One of the first studies in the area was 
conducted by Joseph Redden at the Carlson School. Redden demonstrated the 
role that subcategorization had on reducing the level of satiation that a subject 
perceived. Specifically, the study proved that subjects experience less satiation 
when they are able to categorize experiences at more specific levels (ie 
categorizing their meals as Chinese and American as opposed to the general 
category of food). 
Further studies conducted by Redden and other prominent researchers, 
demonstrated that the presence of variety helped to both reduce the perceived 
quantity of a consumed item and accelerate the subject’s recovery from 
satiation. These studies revealed that satiation is perceived in the moment of 
consumption. That is, the subjects take a subjective account of how much they 
have consumed previously and this gives them an estimate of their current level 
of satiation. The fact that the evaluation of satiation is taken in the moment and 
is based on past consumption offers individuals a method for reducing that level 
of perceived satiation: by subcategorizing their past experiences into different 
categories and increase the level of perceived variation, thus reducing satiation. 

Satiation Reduction through 
Variety Recall  

Data shown here from a previous study conducted by Joseph Redden 
demonstrates the basic principles of variety recall in reducing perceived 
satiation. Those who recalled the past experience (a song) rated their 
expected enjoyment of listening to their chosen song again an average of 24 
points higher than those in the control group. This study empirically 
demonstrated the ability of variety recall to increase the enjoyment (and 
thus the satiation) of a consumption experience (in this case, listening to 
music). 
 

Previous Study Results 
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NASA Flight Applications 
Mobile Data Collection 

Future Actions 

This graph demonstrates the 
differences on several 
categories between 
experimental conditions. 
Those participants who 
received variety reminders 
showed greater satisfaction 
and less boredom with the 
food. The also ate more of 
their serving. 

This graph demonstrates the 
difference in satisfaction 
within the reminder control 
group pre- and post-
intervention (reminder 
delivery). Satisfaction with 
the food served rose on day 
6 after a variety reminder, 
despite the passing of time. 

Problem with Conventional (Paper) Data 

Collection 

Solution with Mobile Data Collection 

Access to participants – researcher must 

travel to participant or vice versa 

Participants answer online from any 

location 

Interruption of daily routine Integrates into the participant’s routine 

as mobile technology is so seamlessly 

integrated into everyday activities 

Double data entry (collection and entry 

into database) 

Data entered directly from participant 

into database 

Frequent data errors Programs can detect irregularities and 

double entry eliminates some human 

error 

Problem with PDA Data Collection Solution with Mobile Data Collection 

Expensive to provide Most participants will have their own 

mobile phone 

Data is lost of device is damaged or 

stolen 

Mobile phones automatically upload 

responses and data to online collection 

location 

Astronauts are frequently place in naturally stressful situations with little means of 
distraction in the confined and limited conditions of their spacecraft or space 
station. Their food option are rarely a source of comfort though this study hopes to 
alter that perception.  If our research proves successful, NASA ground personnel can 
issue variety reminders once per day to the mobile devices of astronauts on 
missions to remind the of their recent food variety with the aim of increasing their 
enjoyment of the food served in-flight and decreasing the level of stress experienced 
during both short- and long-term space missions. 
Thus this study will contain a mood element not seen in previous iterations of the 
studies. It will measure the link between food satisfaction and the positive moods of 
the participants. 

April 22 - Begin search for study 
candidates 

April 26 - Finalize candidate pool 

May 2 - Begin data collection 
(group 1)  

May 6- Begin data collection 
(group 2 - possible) 

May 16- Finalize data collection 
(group 1) 

May 20 - Finalize data collection 
(group 2 - possible) 

May 21 - Analyze data 

We plan to conduct the next study following the 
displayed timeline.  The study will last two weeks 
and be conducted almost entirely in the subjects’ 
homes and through their mobile devices. There 
will however, be two lab components, a briefing 
and debriefing and the beginning and end of the 
study. 
During the two-week study, participants in the 
reminder experimental group will receive 
reminders of the variety of their food consumption 
via their mobile device in the form of a survey. 
They will then receive  a link to an additional 
survey twice daily to their mobile phone that will 
register their mood after they have consumed a 
meal. We can then measure the link between food 
consumption and perceived variety and the 
associated mood. 
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